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Smart Inventory Planning
and Optimization Platform
Inventory management software takes the guesswork out of inventory control,
automates the process, and identifies the right policies for your business.

Optimize inventory and forecast accuracy
While improving forecasting is a key process for your company, it is just the
beginning. Doing business today requires a holistic approach to inventory
management. The real value relies on using the forecast to drive inventory
planning and to simulate the financial impact of alternative inventory
strategies.
The Smart Inventory Planning and Optimization Platform is an integrated
set of cloud-based applications for demand planning, inventory
optimization, and supply chain analytics that helps drive sales and inventory
operations planning.
The platform offers a convergence of robust forecasting methodologies,
optimization techniques, and consensus demand and inventory planning
delivered via an easy-to-use web interface accessible through any browser.

Flexible and scalable
With the Smart Inventory Planning and Optimization Platform, you can address
a discrete set of supply chain issues including demand planning, forecasting,
inventory optimization, or inventory reporting initially and expand to
incorporate other features as your requirements grow.
The Smart Inventory Planning and Optimization Platform integrates with
Kinetic using an “out of the box” connector that simplifies module
implementation and support. Each platform module operates under the same
common data model, meaning that when you implement one module—you are
implementing for all. No new data acquisition effort is required, enabling you
to seamlessly add new planning technology as your requirements grow.
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Kinetic

Benefits

Reduce stockouts and help
increase revenue
Help reduce inventory holding
costs
Improve forecast accuracy
Predict the final impact of
alternative planning policies
Assess and track historical
operational perfomance
Promote organizational
consensus
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Smart platform applications
Smart Demand Planner
Smart Demand Planner provides cloud-based statistical forecasting that automatically selects the right forecast model
for each item accounting for trend, seasonality, and promotion/event-driven demand. Once the baseline forecast is
produced, it is available for collaborative review and consensus planning by authorized stakeholders. Forecast accuracy
can be measured to help ensure the best possible forecast is delivered to the business at both the aggregate and itemmix levels.

Easily create and visualize accurate forecasts with the information you need

Smart Inventory Optimization
Smart Inventory Optimization delivers cloud-based inventory policy decision support and the means to share, collaborate,
and track the impact of your inventory planning policy. Smart Inventory Optimization reconciles holding costs, ordering
costs, and stock out costs in order to prescribe the inventory policy and service levels that yields the total lowest cost. You
can optionally assign service level constraints and targets and propose multiple policies for consideration. Then share
proposed policies and agree on a consensus plan that best meets the company’s objectives.
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Closely monitor your inventory metrics through dashboards and share with key stakeholders

Smart Operational Analytics

Powered by Smart Software®

Smart Operational Analytics is a cloud-based reporting
platform that provides a fast, easily understood, current
perspective on the state of your inventory. It performs
against critical metrics, actual supplier lead times, and
opportunities to rebalance stocks across facilities, to help
uncover root causes of operational inefficiencies. Get a 360
degree view of your inventory – identify value, stocking
trends, overstocks, understocks, and potential order
cancellations. Also identify root causes of stockouts, excess
inventory and late deliveries. User defined filters enable the
ability to drill into and report on any subset of the inventory.

Founded in 1981, Smart Software is a leading provider of
enterprise demand forecasting, demand planning, and
inventory optimization solutions. Today hundreds of
organizations including global leaders and cutting edge
small to medium businesses around the globe use their
solutions to plan for demand, optimize inventory, and drive
a more efficient supply chain. Smart Software provides
analytical planning solutions that help customers to
generate a significant economic return for their business.

We’re here for the hard-working businesses that keep the world turning. They’re the companies who make, deliver, and
sell the things we all need. They trust Epicor to help them do business better. Their industries are our industries, and we
understand them better than anyone. By working hand-in-hand with our customers, we get to know their business almost
as well as they do. Our innovative solution sets are carefully curated to fit their needs, and built to respond flexibly to their
fast-changing reality. We accelerate every customer’s ambitions, whether to grow and transform, or simply become more
productive and effective. That’s what makes us the essential partners for the world’s most essential businesses.
Contact Us Today: info@epicor.com www.epicor.com
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